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NEW
FLOORS FOR LIVING 2019

DISTRIBUTED BY
Beautiful, durable and affordable. Kronotex combines the
ingenuity of German engineering with the beauty of timber
to deliver stunning, hard wearing laminates that mirror
the splendour of solid wood floors.

NEW: SELECTED DECORS NOW
WITH MOISTURE PROTECTION
Select colours from the MAMMUT and MAMMUT PLUS collections have
been optimised to withstand moisture penetration for even longer.
The resin-rich pine from Germany and special gluing process ensure
significantly reduced swelling of the laminate flooring. Furthermore,
both ranges boast an AC5 abrasion rating and a Use Class of 33, meaning
they are so sturdy they will maintain their beauty even in heavy-traffic
commercial spaces. This robustness makes them the perfect choice for
busy Australian homes.
Kronotex decors with moisture protection
are forgiving to liquid accidents making
them a stress-free choice for households
with children and pets.
Traditionally, laminate floors could only
be cleaned with a slightly damp wipe.
Now, floors with moisture protection
can be easily cleaned with a damp mop.
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Like all wood-based products, this
laminate flooring will react to excessive
moisture by expanding or contracting
accordingly. Although designed for
improved resistance to water and
moisture, it is not waterproof and
excessive wetting and standing water
should be avoided.

Cover picture: D4797 Highland Oak Silver | MAMMUT

Suitable for kitchens,
entrance areas and
spaces where laminate
flooring is traditionally
installed including
bedrooms and living
rooms.
Not suitable for
outdoor areas or rooms
with a permanently
high moisture load
such as bathrooms,
shower cubicles,
saunas and rooms with
floor drains.
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MAMMUT

MAMMUT PLUS

Luxur y is the motto of MAMMUT.
Boasting 12mm thick boards, MAMMUT
feels and sounds so solid under foot it is
indistinguishable from hardwood floors.

Dramatic dimensions define MAMMUT
PLUS, an exciting and premium range of
laminate flooring featuring planks that
are both extra wide and extra-long.

1845 mm

1845 mm

244 mm

188 mm

10 mm

12 mm

USE CLASS 33 | AC 5

USE CLASS 33 | AC 5

BOX 4 boards | 1.387 m2
PALLET 56 boxes | 77.697 m2

BOX 4 boards | 1.800 m2
PALLET 42 boxes | 75.600 m2

D 4752
Makro Oak Light
1-Strip | RE | V4

D 4792
Makro Oak Grey
1-Strip | RE | V4

D 4727
Mountain Oak Grey
1-Strip | RE | V4

D 4728
Mountain Oak Beige
1-Strip | RE | V4

D 4791
Makro Oak Brown
1-Strip | RE | V4

D 4726
Mountain Oak Brown
1-Strip | RE | V4

D 4794
Makro Oak Nature
1-Strip | RE | V4

D 4725
Mountain Oak Nature
1-Strip | RE | V4

D 4797
Highland Oak Silver
1-Strip | RE | V4

D 4727
Mountain Oak Grey
1-Strip | RE | V4
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CHARACTERISTICS
Kronotex floors are
low-maintenance
and hard-wearing.

Kronotex floors are
f lame resistant.

Kronotex floors are
abrasion and scratch
resistant.

Kronotex floors are
non-fading and retain
their brilliance over
many years.

Kronotex floors are
rugged, load and
i mpact-resistant.

Kronotex floors are
stain-resistant.

Kronotex floors are
produced from natural
sustainable raw
material s.

Kronotex floors are
comfor table under foot.

INDIVIDUAL FEATURES
These boards are
e specially wide.

These boards are
extra long.

These boards have a
special surface structure.

Antistatic

A 5G snap-together
system makes the
flooring even easier
to install.

Simple to lay. Safe and
stable, you can walk on
them right away.

A matt finish to replicate
the appearance of timber.

Micro bevel edges
produce a natural
solid wood character.

STRUCTURES
RE / Registered Emboss
A tex tured sur face layer matches per fectly
with the pattern of the grain beneath it to
create a beautifully realistic sur face that is
dif ficult to distinguish from hardwood floors.

RE / Registered Emboss

D 4792 Makro Oak Grey | MAMMUT PLUS
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